IAHR

The History

Founded in 1935, IAHR is a worldwide independent organization of engineers working in fields related to hydro-environment sciences and their practical applications.

IAHR - BW YPN

Our History

In response to the promotion and involvement of young professionals in the organization, the very first student chapter was founded at Universität Stuttgart in the year 2000.

Projects

Promotes the advancement and exchange of knowledge through specialty symposia, congresses and publications on Water Resources, River and coastal hydraulics, Risk analysis, Energy, Environment, Disaster prevention and Industrial processes.

Our Mission

Dedicated to promoting student activities and to facilitate communication with young water professionals and internationally renowned researchers.

International Association for Hydro-Environment Engineering and Research
Young Professional Network

https://iahrbw.wordpress.com/
Be part of an international community of engineers and scientists!

OUR EVENTS

- IAHR-BW Annual Football Tournament.
- Movie Nights and Discussions.
- IWS Hydraulic Lab Tour (Universität Stuttgart).
- IAHR-BW Annual Colloquium.

Visit Us to Learn More!
https://iahrbw.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/iahrbw/

OUR MEMBERS

The organization is expanding and is intending to link related study programs from other Universities in Baden-Württemberg, thus creating a powerful academic network.

JOIN OUR YPN TODAY!

Universität Stuttgart